
HOW TO WRITE A STAGE PLAY SYNOPSIS SAMPLE

Stage plays. Stageplay image - Broadway sign. In this chapter we'll look at: â€¢ Acts, scenes and intermissions â€¢
Time-breaks â€¢ Laying out your script â€¢ Writing tips.

The function part comes when your script goes to be used. You know, the committee that has to read
somewhere between three or four thousand script submissions for the upcoming minute festival, new
American play competition, or annual workshop event? Anyone should be able to eyeball along without
hiccup. We have the intermission and when the audience is back in their seats Act II starts with the team
returning to the locker room. The Submitting Playwright is not a company member nor resident writer for a
particular theater. How about that! Just use Times New Roman. Your work is the writing. I write for the stage.
The receivers of such creative deluge turn selective because they are constrained by time and focus. Literary
Managers are often reading several scripts a day and it is important that the font is of a reasonable size and is
legible. Left indent and right indent I use 0. Keep the characters simple In a full-length play you can introduce
complex characters with hidden motives that are only slowly guessed at by the audience. As in FREE. Second,
there are still some theater companies mandating submission as a Word file. While you want to adhere to
generally accepted norms there is enough leeway in the absence of a rigid blueprint to personalize your visual
voice through format. The end of an act is a logical place to put an intermission â€” a significant break that
allows the audience to leave their seats. Aim for a simple storyline with a punchy ending. Ideally the
intermission should occur half-way through the play so if the intermission is after the first act, the combined
lengths of acts two and three should equal that of the first. According to what I read, Mr. After dumping your
raw copy into your format template you may find you end up with a page play. This is the curtain line â€” the
couple storm out and the scene is ended. Miller was handwriting the play on yellow line-ruled paper. Ready to
get started? Go through the entire script in MS Word and apply the styles line by line. When there are so many
other Submitting Playwrights out there with their scripts waiting to be considered? The Submitting Playwright
Why should script formatting even matter? The more characters you introduce, and the more you have on
stage at any one time, the greater the potential problems a small theatre company will face. This basic template
created in Microsoft Word can be used as a starting point for your next script. I have taken several of my plays
and calibrated the four styles to shrink total page count, even though the copy was not altered in any way.
Laying out your script Follow the format below. This is the one that gets a lot of attention and believe it!
Actors had prepared their roles ahead of time from different script versions. For sure writing direct into final
format saves time. Write for a small cast Many touring theatre companies have a relatively small cast so it will
help your chances if you limit the number of characters in your script. I have known writers who give great
consideration to the fonts they select and the way they lay out their words on the page, in the same way one
might consider what shoes or shirt they might wear for a meeting. Title of your play, estimated run time and
full contact info here. Use curtain-lines A curtain-line is the cliff-hanger that ends an act â€” the last line
spoken before the curtain comes down.


